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IN SPIR AT IO N

NEW TRENDS
TO INSPIRE

1. GIFT OF
NATURE

We spotlight the five latest looks for bathrooms

12.

PAIR BOTANICALS WITH
BURNISHED METALS
FOR THE GREEN EFFECT

2.

8.

Tiles 1. Artwork, £91m sq;
2. New Terracotta, from
£283m sq; 3. Trasparenze,
from £50m sq;
4. Mediterranea, from
£123m sq; all Domus.
5. Bespoke hexagonal
tile, Pecchioli.
Taps and fittings
6. Style 12 flush plate in
special Brushed Brass
finish, from £129, Viega.
7. HV1 tap in Natural Brass,
from £472, Vola.
8. Landmark Industrial tap
handle in Urban Brass,
£1,184 per set, Samuel
Heath. 9. Venezia tap
handle in Gold Plus,
from £123 each, Fantini.
Other materials
10. Brushed Gold finish
for shower frames, Matki.
11. Etched Brass finish
for radiators, Bisque.
12. Glass sample for
vanity units, Artelinea.
All available from CP Hart,
cphart.co.uk.
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2. GOOD EARTH
VOLCANIC MINERAL HUES AND TEXTURES ADD SUBSTANCE TO A NEUTRAL PALETTE
Tiles 1. Maxfine Onice Giada, £180m sq; 2. Artwork, £91m sq; 3. New Terracotta, from £283m sq; 4. Petrology Marble 1,
from £84m sq; 5. Select Marmi Porcelain, from £72.33m sq, all Domus. Taps 6. HV1 mixer in Gloss Black, £472, Vola.
7. Landmark Pure lever handle in City Bronze, £1,177, Samuel Heath. 8. Cono mixer in Black, £708, Gessi. Other materials
9. Wasabi Stone for vanity unit countertops, Karol. 10. Ceramic glaze finishes in Lino and Cacao, Ceramica Cielo. 11. Coloured
grout for tile fixing, from top to bottom, Lilac 163, Mauve 161, Magnolia 160, all Mapei. 12. Heated towel rail finishes in
Antique Brass and Cappuccino, Vogue UK. All the above products available from CP Hart, cphart.co.uk.
13. Polished plaster sample, Oikos, oikos-group.it. 14. Leather samples, Justin Van Breda, justinvanbreda.com.
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Yoku

WaterSuite

ZU P.IT

3. FEEL THE HEAT
Yoku is a modular sauna whose
name, and inspiration, comes from
a particular branch of Japanese
natural medicine based on the
plants and the forest atmosphere.
Design:
Marco Williams Fagioli

WaterSuite is a bath with an essential
design that blends in perfectly in any
environment. It has a variety of water
features, like the innovative Source
function which generates gentle
movement from the bottom of the bath,
stimulating circulation and lulling the
body into a deeply relaxed state.

www.effegibi-perfect-wellness.com

RED AND PINK COMBINE TO CREATE AN ICONIC COLOUR COMBINATION
If proof were needed that colour is coming back into the bathroom in a bold way, look no further than this striking and playful
design by interior design company, 2LG Studio, exclusively for CP Hart. The Oval bath, from £5,596, Bette, was custom-made in
pink and combined with Opus Romano Matt mosaic tiles, from £130m sq, Bisazza. All available from CP Hart, cphart.co.uk.

Design:
Giovanna Talocci, Marco Pallocca
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4. RHAPSODY IN BLUE

4.

ADD IMPACT WITH THIS HOTTEST OF HUES – IN BATHS, BASINS OR ACCESSORIES
13.

11.
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This timeless colour works
particularly well with a
brass accent. Shown is the
Samuel Heath Landmark
Pure mixer in Urban Brass,
£1,408, and Duravit Vero
handbasin, £185, both
CP Hart, cphart.co.uk.
Tiles are Lampas Marine,
30x7.5cm, £72m sq, Topps
Tiles, toppstiles.co.uk.
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5. A SENSE OF ST YLE
WARMER TONES AND TACTILE FINISHES ARE THE NEW LOOK FOR THIS SEASON
Tiles 1. New Terracotta, from £283sq m; 2. Mediterranea, from £123sq m, both Domus. 3. Carrara marble countertop sample, priced
to order. Taps 4. Organic Starck basin mixer in Brushed Black Chrome finish, from £440, Axor. 5. Fontaine Bianche basin mixer in Matt
Gun Metal PVD finish, from £584, Fantini. Other materials 6. Brushed-nickel finish for shower frame channels, Matki. 7. Leather
sample for bathroom furniture, Karol. 8. Coloured grout for tile fixing, from left to right, Medium Grey, Beige 132, Jasmine 130, Mapei.
9. Glass furniture sample in Fumo Silk 47, Artelinea. 10. Arteplano Etched Copper radiator-finish sample, Bisque. 11. Sample for
bathroom walls, Microcement. 12. Radiator finish in black, Vogue UK. All the above products available from CP Hart, cphart.co.uk.
13. Leather sample, Justin Van Breda, justinvanbreda.com. 14. Scillo Sage wallpaper, £68 a roll, William Yeoward, williamyeoward.com.
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NEWS
Matki EauZone Plus
T h e e p i t o m e o f l u x u r y, b e a u t i f u l l y e n g i n e e r e d i n t h e U K

IN THE
K NOW

New innovations, stylish products
and designer insight

WRAPPED BEAUTY
Italian brand Ex.T is known for its innovative designs produced in collaboration
with European designers, including German-born Sebastian Herkner, who has
created this statement Ribbon bath (H55xW78.5xL170cm). Its LivingTec solid
surface gives it a beautifully sculpted appearance. £5,018, ex-t.com.

Shower Controls, Shower Head and Basin Filler supplied by Swadling Brassware
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5 MINUTES WITH...

FRESH FRAGRANCE
Originating in France in 1643
Claude Trudon creates heavenly
scented candles and fragrances,
including this Cire Trudon room
spray, £170, available in 10
scents, from The Conran Shop,
conranshop.co.uk.

DELICATE ILLUMINATE
The stylish bathroomcompatible Raso S pendant
light features frosted glass on
the upper part and clear on the
lower section, both in a delicate
shade of pink. It measures
H16.2xDia14cm and costs
£238, from Ex.T, ex-t.com.

AXOR ON THE COLLABORATION THAT HAS TAKEN BATHROOM DESIGN TO NEW HEIGHTS
THIS YEAR, AXOR, the designer brand of
German brassware specialist Hansgrohe Group,
is celebrating 25 years of working with Philippe
Starck, one of the most famous designers of our
time. Vice president of product management,
Jan Heisterhagen, tells us more…

TOP GLASS
With handles in black Murano
glass and a hexagonal spout,
the Venezia wall-mounted
basin mixer, from £884,
adds a touch of luxury, from
Italian brassware specialist,
Fantini, fantini.it.

Q

Can you describe what Philippe Starck has
brought to the world of bathrooms?

Philippe Starck offers a new perspective. He was
probably the first product designer with a real
knowledge of interior design, something that was
important to us because we have always viewed the
bathroom not in singular objects, but as a whole.

Q

What is the significance of the 25th
anniversary of working with Philippe?

From his very first collection, the AXOR
Starck Classic in 1994, he has continued to
challenge us. For example, when we suggested
the idea of a tap that uses less than half the
water of an average tap, he gave us a new
perspective in terms of minimalism in design.
The result? AXOR Starck Organic, which is
revolutionary not only in terms of design, but
also in terms of conscious use of resources.

FROM TOP TO
BOTTOM Starck
Classic single-lever tall
basin mixer, £650;
Starck Organic 240
basin mixer, £670;
Starck X freestanding
bath/shower mixer,
£2,360; Starck
two-handle basin mixer,
£364, all AXOR,
axor-design.com.

3 of the best wall lights
PAPER PATTERNED
Artelinea is known for its elegant
glass bathroom furniture, designed
and made in Italy. Its latest
collection includes Calypso
wallpaper and +Skin vanity unit
featuring the same design on its
glass drawer fronts, with black
Opalite ceramic glass top and
basin, from £4,249, artelinea.it.
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ELEGANT IN BRASS
Single Malvern in Antiqued Brass, £142,
Jim Lawrence, jim-lawrence.co.uk.

SIMPLY STYLED
Roma in Matt Black, £83,
Astro, astrolighting.com.

MODERN MEETS CLASSIC
Belcon wall light in Polished Brass, £275,
Christopher Wray, christopherwray.com.
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UNITS WITH EDGE

GRAPHIC DESIGNS
Geometrica is an adaptable collection of 15x15cm
glazed porcelain tiles with a matt concrete-effect
finish, available in five solid colours and a variety of
graphic designs to allow for multiple layout options
with strong visual impact. From £120m sq,
Domus, domusgroup.com.

Called Kut, Karol’s new furniture collection has
precisely angled lines that ‘cut’ a 3D shape for
a sharp look. Its vanity units are available with a
range of internal drawer organisers to help you
create order in your bathroom. Kut Vanity unit
with integrated Gres stoneware top, £2,671, and
Kut stool, £960, Karol, karol.it.

GLASS ACT
The Plissè vanity unit, £2,646, features a clear
glass basin on a white glass base, hand
finished with an engraved linear design on the
rear of the glass. Elegant and contemporary,
it is shown here with the Gemme wall mirror,
£104.40 per tile, both Artelinea, artelinea.it.

BETTE BLUE
German manufacturer Bette is renowned for its
durable titanium-steel baths, which come with an
impressive 30-year warranty. Now it has launched
a Blue Satin glazed finish, shown here on a BetteLux
Oval Silhouette freestanding bath, in sizes from
H75xW45xL170cm, from £5,596, bette.co.uk.

FASHION
FORWARD

PERFECTLY
POLISHED
Create a smart and
timeless look with
classic fittings offset
by accents of charcoal.
London basin vanity units
in Matt Black, £1,569
each, with London 62cm
basins, £403 each; Arc
3-piece basin mixers in
Nickel, £587 each; Cube
sliding corner enclosure,
from £1,417; Waterloo
shower set with Nickel
handshower, £2,638;
BJ5 towel rail in Nickel,
£1,593; all exclusive to
CP Hart, cphart.co.uk.
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SMART SMILE
Smart finishes, smart
technology – the Dentii
electric toothbrush has motion
sensors to map your mouth,
monitoring brushing patterns,
scoring your technique via an
app designed to improve oral
health. Choose from Rose Gold,
Silver and Gold finishes, from
£80 each, Dentii, dentii.co.uk.

Scavolini has joined
with Italian fashion
brand Diesel to
create a bathroom
collection, Diesel
Open Workshop.
The range includes
this basin unit
in Slate Black
matt lacquered
finish with Nero
Marquinia marble
tops, swivelling
tubular towel rail
and Lunar mirror
featuring perimeter
lighting mounted
on Copper-finish
glass. Compositions
start from £9,000,
Scavolini,
scavolini.com.
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DESIGNER INSIGHT

DEEPLY PLEASING

PURE SAVE
Ever feel guilty about
the amount of water
you use in the
shower? Worry no
more – Orbital
Systems has just
launched a digital
recirculating shower.
It employs the latest
technology to
cleanse and purify
the water as it
recirculates through
the shower, adjusting
the flow to a constant
ideal temperature
and pressure, saving
90% of the water and
80% of the energy.
It costs £6,719, from
CP Hart, cphart.co.uk.

The striking shape of the Kyros ceramic
wash basin is accentuated by its extra deep
16cm size and moss green Muschio finish,
complete with matching wooden storage
unit and Nero matt frame, H85xW79
xD50cm, £2,725. Shown here with
a Tondo mirror, Diam120cm, £1,208, both
by Ceramica Cielo, ceramicacielo.it.

TRUE BLUE
Made of glazed steel,
this Aqua basin
comes in a selection
of shades including
Deep Blue, from
H11.8xDia30cm,
from £530, Alape,
alape.com.

CP HART’S YOUSEF MANSURI, ON CHOOSING THE RIGHT PIECES FOR YOUR BATHROOM

Q

With so much
choice on offer,
how do you decide
what you need in
your own space?

As head of retail design at CP Hart,
I always advise customers to think
about who will use the space. For
example, in a family bathroom you
might want plenty of storage to
keep the room uncluttered, but the
priority in a master en suite might
be to have twin basins. We are also
seeing more demand at the moment
for twin shower heads in one big
walk-in shower area, which suits
couples who get ready at the same
time in the morning, usually.

Q

INVIGORATE IN STYLE
For the latest in bath design, try the Flotation tub, £26,000.
It encourages the ideal posture for ‘Zero Dimension’ bathing and
creates a feeling of weightlessness. Toto, gb.toto.com.
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Nudo hanging
system in brass
with vanity mirror
and black shelves,
H87.5xW75cm,
£1,148, Ex.T,
ex-t.com.

What is the best way to
choose bathroom products?

There’s no substitute for going
to visit a showroom to help you
identify the styles you like and to see
products in the flesh. Do you prefer
traditional and classic looks or do
you have a more contemporary and
cutting-edge mood in mind? At the
moment, there is a fantastic level
of choice available – from entire
collections primarily designed to
suit compact spaces to the latest
innovations including bespoke
sauna-hammam systems.

Q

Matki EauZone
Plus hinged door
with hinge panel
for corner, sizes
from 800mm,
from £1,668,
matki.co.uk.

Can you tell us about some of
the key points to consider?

It has been great to see so much
clever and joyful use of colour and
pattern coming through, along with
the variety of bathroom wallpaper

Cono Round
wall-mounted
chrome shower
heads, H13.5x
W24xD52cm
£1,102 each,
Gessi, gessi.com.

and furniture-style products that are
influenced by living area design.
Try to bring some of the ‘softness’ of
bedroom design into the bathroom
with walls painted or papered, rather
than tiled, and decorative lighting
and mirrors. Why not include an
upholstered chair or chaise longue,
if you have the space? Floors are
best tiled, but a washable rug can
add some warmth and texture.

Q

What is your top tip for
ensuring a successful project?

Make sure there is enough storage!
We have so many lotions and potions
these days that it makes sense to
have drawers and cabinets to help
keep surfaces uncluttered, but with
just enough open storage for nice
bottles of fragrance and accessories
you want to have on display.
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DESIGNER INSIGHT
SONIA GEMINIANI OF SCAVOLINI, ON WHY 200 DOOR FINISHES ARE NEVER TOO MANY

Tratto vanity unit
and basin; Tratto
towel rails;
Tratto shelves,
all Scavolini,
scavolini.com.
Compositions
from £6,000.

MODERN RITUAL
As the ultimate at-home retreat, the Effegibi Yoku modular sauna
combines clean, linear design with the latest technology. The large glass
panel features shelving on the exterior, while multiple seating levels
inside have comfortable neck and back supports. Available in
a selection of woods and sizes, from £28,000, Effegibi, effegibi.it.

CLEAN TASTING
Enjoy some natural flavour
as you brush with L’Officine
Universelle Buly toothpaste,
£24 per tube, available in
three flavours: Orange,
Ginger & Clove; Apple of
Montauban, and Mint,
Coriander & Cucumber,
Selfridges, selfridges.com.
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As creative
director of
Scavolini, can you
tell us more about the
new Tratto collection?

It is a complete range of furniture
and accessories that can be fully
customised to allow you to create
a bathroom to suit your space. It
can be adapted to different tastes
– there are about 200 door finishes
available so that the collection can
be as flexible and useful as possible.

BOLD AS BRASS
New York architect David
Rockwell’s Inciso brassware
collection by Gessi combines
craftsmanship with bold,
form and tactile detailing.
Shown here in Antique Brass
finish, the Inciso floorstanding
bath/shower mixer, from
£3,260, gessi.com.

Q

SLENDER TOUCH
Ideal for the most elegant room, the Stand
console (H87xW70xD42cm) with oval basin and
brass frame, from £1,223, and Stand bath
(H51xW70xL160cm), from £6,329, have a
distinctive lightness of form. Both are designed
by Danish architects, Norm, for Ex.T, ex-t.com.

Q

What was the inspiration
for the collection?

The Tratto bathroom range was
inspired by our kitchen collections,

with a streamlined handle pull that
accentuates its clean, contemporary
design. We wanted those who prefer
a modern, linear kitchen, without
the fussy detail, to be able to enjoy
the same aesthetic in the bathroom.

Q

Can you tell us about the
finishes shown in this picture?

In addition to the clean-lined design,
we pay great attention to the
versatility of the door and handle
finishes, which include bronze,
aluminium and brass, as well as
25 plain colours. Here, a brass finish
was chosen for the hand pull, shelves
and accessories. This is in keeping
with the trend for warm metallic
finishes in the bathroom and it also

tones well with the vanity unit doors,
which have a light concrete colour
and textured surface.

Q

What would you say is the
key trend of the moment?

There is a growing focus on raw
and concrete materials and textures
that can be applied in interesting
ways to doors and countertops.
Materials once deemed unsuitable,
such as wood and stone, are now
increasingly available as realistic
effects in porcelain and other
hardwearing, non-porous surfaces,
thanks to advances in technology.
This is driving the trend and as
a result, there are so many more
options now possible.
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PROMOT IO NA L FE AT U R E
London washbasin in
Blue, with stand in Gold,
£2,230; Hart Bevelled
mirror in Gold, £435;
Camden bath, from
£4,184; BJ4 towel rail
in Gold, £2,308.

Coniston freestanding
bath, £4,448; Moto mixer,
£1,404. Furniture and
accessories from oka.com.

BATHROOM DESIGN

Cielo I-Catini basin
in White with stand
in Gold, £2,489;
Cielo I-Catini mirror
cabinet in Nero Matt,
£1,246; Marmo
wall-mounted basin
mixer, from £850.

Visit C.P. Hart for the latest and most innovative
product collections and take advantage of its design and
installation service to help create your dream space
OF all the rooms in the home, a
bathroom can be among the most
challenging to design. Not only does
it need to stand the test of time, it
must be functional, stylish and
inviting, too. Since it was founded by
Charles Percival Hart in 1937, luxury
bathroom retailer C.P. Hart has
built up a reputation for design and
innovation, reliability and top-quality
products. Its flagship showroom, close
to London’s Waterloo station, has an
exhibition gallery to showcase the
latest products, prototypes and trends,
supported by a materials and samples
library for planning new designs.
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There’s even a café bar where you can
relax over a coffee. In 15 showrooms
across the UK, C.P. Hart displays a
wide selection of premium bathroom
products from leading international
designers and manufacturers, led by
its own exclusive ranges.
If you are considering a new
bathroom, why not take advantage
of C.P. Hart’s Professional Design
Service, available at every showroom?
Geared to helping you turn ideas into
reality, the Service allows you access
to C.P. Hart’s talented, experienced
designers. Each is qualified to degree
level and trained to have in-depth

product knowledge and design skills,
so you can be confident of their
ability to deliver a first-class service,
whether it’s creating a cloakroom
or a luxe master en suite.
The service includes a site visit
and briefing meeting, detailed
2D AutoCAD plan and elevations,
complete with tiling and lighting
plans, a product moodboard and
design presentation. The Deluxe
Package also includes 3D photorealistic visuals. And there’s even a
re-draw included in both packages,
to ensure you feel entirely happy
with the design.

By using C.P. Hart’s Professional
Design Service, you are securing two
people to work on your project: a
qualified designer to maximise the
potential of your space, and a sales
consultant to manage the order and
logistics. There is also a dedicated
technical and aftersales team to
help you every step of the way. In

addition, C.P. Hart has developed
a comprehensive Approved Installer
Service so clients can access a
select group of installation experts,
each one vetted by C.P. Hart and
accredited by manufacturers. In
a luxury bathroom, the quality of
the fit is just as important as the
quality of the products.

PIN IT To shop these
products and see more
luxury bathroom ideas,
open the Pinterest app
on your phone, tap the
camera icon and point
it at this Pincode to
instantly access the
C.P. Hart board.

To find out more about
C.P. Hart’s showrooms
and services, and to book
an appointment, visit
cphart.co.uk.
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SMART TAKE
A CLEVER MIX OF CLASSIC FITTINGS AND DARK TONES CREATES A MODERN ELEGANCE

DREAM
BATHROOMS

Find ideas to inspire in these beautiful real case studies
PROJECT
As part of a total renovation of their
four-storey townhouse, built in 1840,
interior designer Robert Moore and
his partner, Jonathan Beak, chose to
convert two drawing rooms on the first
floor into a master bedroom suite.

PHOTOGRAPHS PAUL CRAIG, MEGAN TAYLOR

LAYOUT
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The first step was to create an opening
between the two rooms. ‘We did think
of adding double doors, but prefer to
enjoy the natural light flowing through
the large sash windows at the front
and back of the house,’ says Robert.

COLOURS
The starting point for the scheme was
a favourite navy ikat print, teamed
with navy painted walls. ‘The colour

is smart and strong, and in keeping
with the modern-classic look we
wanted,’ says Robert, who juxtaposed
the dark colours with white fittings,
ceiling and marble floor for contrast.

FITTINGS
Robert chose a roll-top bath for
its comfortable neck support and
double-ended design. ‘I can lie in
one direction and watch the TV in
the bedroom, or lie the other way
and see the sky through the window,’
he says. Matchings basins both have
custom-made mirror cabinets to
provide an ample amount of storage,
while the generously sized shower
enclosure is framed by solid walls,
rather than glass, to screen the
WC from the bedroom area.

WHERE TO BUY
FITTINGS London 695
pedestal basins, £814 each;
Winchester freestanding bath,
from £1,707; Original
three-piece low spout basin
mixers, £530 per set; Simpsons
Classic 1,400mm shower
enclosure, £1,029; Continental
40 1,400mm shower tray, £406,
Matki, all CP Hart, cphart.co.uk.
SURFACES Similar Carrara
marble tiles, from £71m sq,
Mandarin Stone, mandarinstone.
com. Walls in Basalt, £65 for
2.5L Flat Oil Eggshell, Little
Greene, littlegreene.com.
FABRICS Hand-printed
Palma Small on Oyster twill,
£112m, Bernard Thorp,
bernardthorp.co.uk.
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PA T T E R N P L AY

MODERN ECLECTIC

STATEMENT FLOOR TILES ACCENTUATE THE BEAUTY OF SIMPLE WHITE FITTINGS

COLOUR AND SHAPE COMBINE TO CREATE A UNIQUELY BALANCED EN SUITE

PROJECT
Leah Parvin, design consultant at
CP Hart, was briefed to style a room for
a couple with children. ‘They wanted a
practical space with character,’ she says.

LAYOUT
PROJECT

As well as a child-friendly walk-in
shower, the owners specified a luxurious
freestanding bath, which is positioned
below the main window and set at an
angle to create a striking focal point.

COLOURS

As well as offering a hint of opulence,
the brushed-brass fittings introduce
a sense of warmth into the room, not
to mention beautifully complementing
the forest green of the basins.
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FITTINGS Coniston
freestanding bath, from
£4,448. MPRO bath shower
mixer in Brushed Brass, £999;
MPRO wall-mounted 2-hole
basin mixers in Brushed Brass,
£329 per set, both Crosswater.
Shui Comfort round basins
in Muschio, £773 each,
Cielo. Trace basin console in
Soft Touch White, from £510,
with vanity drawers, from £883,
and bespoke tall cabinet in
Willow Grey. Deline towel

radiator in Matt White, from
£225, Bisque. Glow LED
demisting mirror, from £317,
all available from CP Hart,
cphart.co.uk.
SURFACES Illustrate
hexagonal tiles, £81m sq, Solus
Ceramics, solusceramics.com.
BUILD AND PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
Planet International,
planetinternationaluk.com.

PHOTOGRAPHS MEGAN TAYLOR

FITTINGS

WHERE TO BUY

PHOTOGRAPHS PAUL CRAIG

Pale geometric tiles contrast with simple
white sanitaryware, while forest green
basins add a touch of colour. ‘There’s
nothing shiny,’ says Leah. ‘It’s all about
tactile matt finishes that create a softness
to balance the statement flooring.’

As part of a whole-house renovation
for a Hertfordshire family, interior
designers Russell and Jordan of
2LG Studio were asked to create
a master en suite. ‘Our brief was to
draw together the owners’ love of
colour and eclectic taste to create
a cohesive look,’ says Russell.

repurposed to become the basin vanity
unit,’ says Russell. ‘It has a certain
softness and texture that grounds
the design and makes it easier to
be confident with colour
and pattern around it.’ Together
they set the colour combination,
which was picked up in teal wall tiles
and patterned encaustic floor tiles.

LAYOUT

FITTINGS

‘We decided to position the luxurious
freestanding bath so it could be seen
from the bedroom – it has a beautiful,
organic shape, so why not make the
most of it?’ says Jordan.

To link with the bath, the basins are
also oval and matt-white composite
stone. Brassware was selected in a mix
of brushed-gold and brushed-nickel
finishes, while the towel rail was
custom made to include both. Says
Jordan, ‘A mix creates a softer and
more relaxed feel, which can be lost
when everything matches.’

COLOURS
‘We took our inspiration from the
vintage chest of drawers, which we

WHERE TO BUY
FITTINGS Coniston
freestanding bath, £4,448; Eos
Oval freestanding basins, £480
each, both Ashton & Bentley;
Montreux floor-standing
bath shower mixer, £3,280;
Montreux 3-piece wallmounted basin mixers, £750
each; Montreux fixed Dia24cm
shower head, £840, and
thermostatic mixer, £950,
all Axor; Ballerina towel rail,
£1,570, Vogue UK, all available
from CP Hart, cphart.co.uk.
SURFACES & ACCESSORIES
Iron-frame mirror, from
£1,200, The French House,
thefrenchhouse.co.uk. Johnson
Prismatics Lagoon Glazed
ceramic wall tiles, £54m sq,
Grout Tiles, grouttiles.com.
Bespoke encaustic floor tiles,
from £163.65m sq, Alhambra
Tiles, alhambratiles.co.uk.
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WC with bidet functions –
Where hygiene meets comfort

WASHLET™ RX

WASHLET™ SX

Our latest product innovations:

WASHLET™ RX and
WASHLET™ SX
To discover how TOTO products seamlessly integrate innovation, sustainability
and design, visit us online, in a C.P. Hart showroom or in our showroom:
TOTO Concept Showroom, 140 St John Street, London EC1V 4UA

Our two new comfort shower toilets, the minimalistic, curved WASHLET™ RX and the simple,
angular WASHLET™ SX offer the ultimate in comfort, including a warm water spray, heated
seat and odour-absorbing filter. The PreMist feature sprays a mist of water onto the ceramic
before the toilet is used to make it more difficult for dirt and waste to accumulate for additional
hygiene – and a clean feeling any time, all day long.

gb.toto.com

SHOPPING
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AWA S H W I T H S T Y L E

FEEL THE FORCE

IMMERSE YOURSELF IN OUR SELECTION OF BEAUTIFUL FREESTANDING BATHS

STUNNING SHOWERHEADS TO SUIT ALL STYLES OF BATHROOM

1. April bath in Living Tec solid surface, H54xW76xL159.5cm, £5,416, Ex.T, ex-t.com. 2. BetteLux Shape bath in Titanium Steel
with powder-coated steel frame, in sizes from H45xW75xL170cm, from £5,407, Bette, bette.de. 3. Cape Cod bath in DuraSolid
material, H62.5xW88.5xL185.5cm, £3,606, Duravit, duravit.co.uk. 4. Greenwich cast-iron boat bath in Copper,
H72.5xW68xL170cm, £21,400, CP Hart, cphart.co.uk. 5. Modulo Uovo composite stone bath, H50xW86xL177cm, £9,480,
Aquamass, aquamass.com. 6. Magnus composite stone bath, H57xW75xL168cm, £5,141, CP Hart, cphart.co.uk. 7. Xinia bath
in White Stone Matt Correro, H46xW84xL180cm, £2,034, Ashton & Bentley, ashtonandbentley.co.uk. 8. Cambridge cast-iron
slipper bath and feet H76xW75xL154cm, from £2,057, CP Hart, cphart.co.uk. 9. Shui Comfort bath in Living Tec solid surface,
H53xW87xL170cm, £5,303, Ceramica Cielo, ceramicacielo.it.

1. Elemental Spa Sangha wall-mounted rain showerhead in Corian and Chrome, H12xW62.3xD42cm, £3,800, Dornbracht,
dornbracht.com. 2.MRPO round 20cm fixed showerhead in Brushed Brass, £215, Crosswater, crosswater.co.uk.
3. ShowerHeaven 1200/300 4jet in Chrome, H16.3xW120.2xD30.2cm, £7,700, Axor, axor-design.com. 4.Style Moderne Easy
Clean wall-mounted showerhead in Chrome, Dia20cm, £320, Samuel Heath, samuel-heath.co.uk. 5. Raindance Round Air
EcoSmart showerhead in Chrome, Dia18cm, £450, Hansgrohe, hansgrohe.co.uk. 6. Inciso wall mounted showerhead in Aged
Bronze, Dia21.9cm, £1,660, Gessi, gessi.com. 7. SO609 Rain showerhead in Matt Stainless Steel, W20xD20cm, £572, plus
AC973 shower arm, £497, MGS, mgstaps.com. 8.Waterloo 8in Easy Clean overhead shower in Chrome, £280, CP Hart,
cphart.co.uk. 9. Slimline ceiling-mounted showerhead in Brushed Stainless Steel, Dia15cm, £212, Jee-O, jee-o.com.
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IN F U LL FLOW

SPL ASH OF LU XURY

STYLISH TAPS IN LUXURIOUS AND TACTILE FINISHES

BEAUTIFUL BASINS – COUNTERTOP, FLOORSTANDING AND WITH STORAGE

1. Wall-mounted 2-piece mixer in Brushed Chrome, £1,060, Vola, en.vola.com. 2. MyEdition single-lever mixer in Chrome with
Black Walnut top plate, from £574, Axor, axor-design.com. 3. Venezia three-piece basin mixer, price from £947 for a mono
basin mixer in chrome, Fantini, fantini.it. 4. Marmo wall-mounted short-spout 3-piece basin mixer in Marquina Marble and
Chrome, £850, CP Hart, cphart.co.uk. 5. MPRO mixer in Brushed Brass, £239, Crosswater, crosswater.co.uk. 6. Chatwal
wall-mounted 3-piece mixer in Chrome, £451, CP Hart, cphart.co.uk. 7. Landmark Industrial single-lever basin mixer in Urban
Brass, £1,094, Samuel Heath, samuel-heath.co.uk. 8. Rettangolo K mixer in Finox, from £479, and tall mixer in Black Metal,
from £560, Gessi, gessi.com. 9. MEM single-lever mixer in Cyprum, £1,826, Dornbracht, dornbracht.com.

Countertop 1. Arla concrete countertop basin in Blush, H14xW40xD40cm, £1,500, Kast, kastconcretebasins.com.
2. Luminist wash bowl in Crystal Snow finish, H11xDia40cm, £1,291, Toto, gb.toto.com. 3. Venice wash bowl in Gold finish,
H15xDia40cm, £920, Glass Design, glassdesign.it. Floorstanding 4. London basin in Moseley Blue, H23.5xW62xD50cm,
£739, and stand in Polished Gold, H81xW59xD50cm, £1,526, CP Hart, cphart.co.uk. 5. Lux Oval Couture freestanding basin in
Titanium Steel with waterproof woven fabric surround, H89xDia55cm, £4,391, Bette, bette.de. 6. Cielo Siwa basin in Talco
ceramic and Rovere Nero frame with shelf, H89xW92xD51cm, £2,089, Ceramica Cielo, ceramicacielo.it.
With storage 7. Exclusive Giro One Drawer 966mm Unit in Brown Santana, £601, CP Hart, cphart.co.uk. 8. Cape Cod round
48cm washbowl, £354, and floorstanding vanity unit with cupboard, H78xW112xD57cm, £4,124, Duravit, duravit.co.uk.
9. Frame basin unit in Smoked Oak and brass, H83xW55xD40cm, from £3,398, Ex.T, ex-t.com.
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